Logistical information

Venue: Bouche à Oreilles
Rue Félix Hop 11, 1040 Brussels, Belgium
Tel.: + 32 2 742 29 21
https://bao.be/en

Directions:
Information is provided below.
Taxi: + 32 2 349 49 49

How to get to the Bouche à Oreilles from the airport

Go to the train Station (level -1). Take any train going to Brussels City (Centraal) (9 EUR)
Stop at Brussels Centraal
Take the Metro line 1 or 5 (Direction Stockel or Hermann-Debroux)
Stop at Merode Station. Take EXIT 4 (Parc du Cinquantenaire)
Walk to venue Bouche à oreilles (8 mn walk) – see below
Total travel time: 50mn

Walking from Merode Metro Station to Bouche à Oreilles (venue) (8mn)